A leading Cambridge conference venue

About us
Clare College is the second oldest of
the University of Cambridge’s
colleges and is located in the heart
of Cambridge.
Amongst picturesque gardens
beside the River Cam and
Cambridge ‘backs’ Clare College
offer excellent conference facilities,
a range of first-class food options,
as well as on-site accommodation.

Fine Dining
Our Catering Manager and Head Chef will be delighted to work with you in planning
your lunch or dinner menu for your delegates with fine wines chosen from our cellar.
We can help you source flowers and entertainment to complement your meal.
Our magnificent 17th century Great Hall seats 142 and is a stunning venue for large
dinners. The Small Hall is a more intimate room seating up to 50. These rooms are
available during vacations. The Garden Room, available year round, offers a more
contemporary venue and seats up to 96.

The Gillespie Centre

The RIBA award winning Gillespie Centre opened for business in January 2009. The
light, airy design and flexible meeting rooms offer all the ingredients for you to host
memorable events and conferences.
The Centre, built to the highest standards of sustainability, uses solar thermal panels
and a ground source heat pump for efficient heating and cooling.Energy
consumption is kept to a minimum with extensive insulation and large, solar-coated,
south facing windows which limit heat gain in the summer, keeping delegates cool at
all times.
The Gillespie Centre is fully equipped with the latest technological facilities and
supported by our knowledgeable, trained AV team who are available throughout
your conference to assist with your individual needs.

Accommodation

Clare College has up to 220 bedrooms, mostly located at Memorial Court. All
rooms have complimentary Wi-Fi, toiletries and and in-room refreshments.
Wi-Fi
All of our bedrooms have free access to a high-speed
internet connection.
Central location
Clare College accommodation is located right in the
heart of Cambridge.
In-room refreshments
All our bedrooms are equipped with tea and coffee
making facilities.
Breakfast
A full English or continental breakfast served in the
College Buttery available every day.

